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Kedge Business School’s commitment & « Handikap » network

It is part of Kedge Business School’s ethics and values to support all students in their professional path, guaranteeing equal opportunities to everyone to develop its own skills and capabilities regardless of social and economic backgrounds or any particular handicap.

Following the policy of the school to enhance diversity, dedicated plans have been set up to help students having concerns related to specific disabilities, and to face some of the challenges they might encounter all along their journey.

In that order, a network of key people (among staff, teachers, students, business partners) has been built within the school, with the aim to foster its culture of non-discrimination and openness.

Depending on the program they suscribed to, students with specific needs have the opportunity to be guided by dedicated team members of this « Handikap » network, who will handle their requests and questions, with respect of privacy and confidentiality.
To ensure a smooth landing at Kedge, we warmly recommend you to send an email prior to your arrival to Sophie de Saint Aubert (sophie.desaintaubert@kedgebs.com; dedicated person inside the ISO) providing us with a medical certificate (in English) mentioning the characteristics of your handicap, for us to be prepared with the required set up if needed.

Also, in case you need appropriate support to pass your exams at the school, please mention it as soon as possible to Sophie de Saint Aubert (sophie.desaintaubert@kedgebs.com) who will coordinate with the dedicated handicap contact person of your program (following page) so as to provide you with any kind of support related to your handicap.

For instance, depending on your situation, you could benefit from the following:

- Computer provided by the school during the exams
- Software to transcribe lessons during the courses
- Hard copies of the topics printed in large type on A3 format
- In some cases, separate room to pass the exam
Dedicated handikap contact persons by program

- **Bachelor program:**
  Marseille campus: souvannaphal.rovira@kedgebs.com

- **« Grande Ecole » program:**
  Bordeaux campus: salwa.tarchouli@kedgebs.com
  Marseille campus: carol-isabelle.taillandier@kedgebs.com

- **MS / MSC:**
  Bordeaux campus: fadela.iamarene@kedgebs.com
  Marseille campus: laetitia.anderson@kedgebs.com
  Toulon campus: stephanie.portas@kedgebs.com
Hand in Hand: Marseille campus

A project handled by Unis-Terre

Through the organization of various events (meal « in the dark », « handivalides » days, etc.) as well as a partnership with LADAPT (Handi’Malette©), Hand in Hand aims to increase the awareness about the challenges related to handicap in everyday life.

More details: @HiHKindgeBs

Disa’ball: Bordeaux campus

A project handled by Solid’Earth

Disa’ball main objective is to promote the integration of disabled persons through the practice of sport. The association owns two events: the organization of a « handibasketball » game, and a run gathering disabled and non-disabled participants.

More details: @disaball
Through the network of Kedge's business partners, opportunities are given to disabled students to apply to internships and apprenticeships offers.

You can spot these offers on the school jobboard.

Besides, Kedge BS and Volkswagen Group France have a dedicated partnership to foster the employment of students with disabilities.

Please directly check current offers following the link:
www.volkswagengroup.fr/carrieres/

Also, the Career Center staff and coaches are available to answer your questions and to give you advices and feedbacks to reinforce your employability:

**Marseille campus:**
cathy.andre@kedgebs.com

**Bordeaux campus:**
stephanie.elies@kedgebs.com

**Toulon campus:**
anne-lise.godin@kedgebs.com
The « Wellness » program is available for all students following courses on our three campuses (Marseille, Bordeaux, Toulon).

A support is provided through a dedicated team made of psychologists and volunteers, that students can directly contact if they feel the need to share concerns at some point during the year, or in case of spleen, excessive stress or tensions, nervous depression, etc.

If they will, students can get an appointment with members of the team, which will remain strictly confidential.

**Bordeaux campus:**
wellnessbordeaux@kedgebs.com

**Marseille campus:**
wellnessmarseille@kedgebs.com

**Toulon campus:**
wellnesstoulon@kedgebs.com